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From: Cole, Robert H NAO [mailto:Robert.H.Cole@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:42 PM
To: Bundick, Joshua A. (WFF-2500); David Aho; Silbert, Shari A. (WFF-200.C)[EG&G, Inc. (WICC)]
Cc: Cotnoir, Audrey L NAO
Subject: Wallops Alternative Energy EA

ALCON,
I have attached my comments regarding the Draft EA
<<Alternative Energy Project EA Comments.doc>>
Robert Cole
Environmental Scientist
Norfolk District Corps of Engineers
Eastern Shore Field Office
22545 Center Parkway
Accomac, VA 23301-1330

757-787-7567

Alternative Energy Project
I concur with the comments submitted by the Fish and Wildlife
Service regarding Purpose and Need
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Section 4.5 Cumulative Impacts.
a)
Lacks sufficient detail to address the impacts. The project
descriptions are overviews and do not address specific impacts.
Additional tables should be added to show: (1) the conversion of porous
land to impervious/pavement and how the impacts were mitigated, (2)
#104
Energy consumption and what steps have been implemented to minimize
impacts, (3) the areas NASA and tenant missions limit or restrict land,
water, and aerial uses, and (3) energy consumption associated with the
new structures
b)
Future impacts are not adequately addressed. For Example:
(1) Several areas of Wallops Island were reserved from NASA’s recent
Mitigation Bank Proposal for future development/mission needs; (2)
NASA has indicated that an electrical loop will be installed along the
southern end of Wallops Island in part to facilitate future development;

#105

and (3) the Flight Facility Expansion project lists several structures and
processes to be constructed/implemented but there are no impacts
detailed.
c)
Past activities seem to be missing several impacts. For
Example (1) There have been several attempts to stabilize the ocean
shoreline, but only the current proposal is named; (2) There is an existing
runway on the southern end of the island, but it is not included in the past
actions, (3) NAPALM testing was accomplished on the Island but the
impacts associated with the testing are not listed.
The examples provided for Cumulative Impacts is not a complete
listing of all NASA impacts.
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April 14, 20 10
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Mr. Joshua A. Bundick
WFF NEPA Manager
National Aeronautics and
Space Adm inistration
Goddard Space Flight Cenler
Wallop~ Flight Faci lity
Wallops Island. VA 23337

Dear Mr. Bundick:
The Staff of the Virginia State Corporation Commission Commission does not
have any commCll1S regarding the Draft Environmenlal ASilessment for the proposed
Wallops Flight Facility Al ternalive Energy Proj~et.

#108

Please be apprised. however, that the proposed facility may requlTe JPproval by
the Virginia State Corporation purSUJll1 to §56-580 D of the Code or Virginia if it does
not qualify as a net metering facility pursuanl to §56-594 of Ihe Virgitlia Code. Those
code provi ~ions can be viewe d allhe following links:
http://leg l, slate,va,usicgi-biW!egp504,exe?OOO+cod+56-580
hUp'//lcg ) .statc.va.us/cgi -bin!!cgp504 ,p::c?OOO+cod+5<i- 594
Based on yOllr representati on that the wind facility will have a capacity of 4 MW,
it would lIppellT to exceed the 500 k \V net me1ering threshold. As such, the facility mlly
be subjec1to §5G-580 D of the Code, If so, the facility must comply with 20VAC5-30210. Specifically, the facility would have satisfy the following requirement:
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Construction of electTic generating facilities with rated capacities of 5 M W
or less may be ulJ<.krt;!ken without complying with the filing requirements
established by this chapter. Persons desiring to construct such racihties

TYi.F- " SUU.()<"C;. ',00 EAST MAN STIl.EET. RICHMOND. VA 232 19-J63O TElECO\NUN ICATIOKS DEVICE

FOR THE DE AF TODlVOIC£; (804) J 71 .9200

Mr. Joshua A. Bundick
April 14,2010
Page 2

shall (i) submit a letter to the Director of the Division of Energy
Regulation stati ng thc location, si7,.e and fuel type of the fac ility, and (ii)
comply with all other requi rements of federal, state and local law.
Plea,e let me know if you have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

Cody D. Wallker
Assistant Director
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Comments Received from Other Organizations and Individuals
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Joshua A. Bundick
Code 250.W
Goddard Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Wallops Island, VA 23337

Virginia Important Bird Areas (IBA)
Program
530 E. Main St., Suite 810
Richmond, VA 23219
Tel: 804-788-7660
melfner@audubon.org
www.audubon.org/bird/iba/virginia

Dear Mr. Bundick,
Audubon is pleased to be given this opportunity to comment on the
proposed alternative energy project for the Wallops Flight Facility. Audubon
has a strong presence in Virginia with the Virginia Important Bird Areas
Program, a critical habitat, science-based program that represents greater than
3.5 million acres of bird habitat; and six local chapters representing
approximately 9,500 members.
Wallops Island is located within the boundaries of the Barrier Island
Lagoon System Important Bird Area (IBA). The Virginia Barrier Island
Lagoon System includes the seaward margin of the lower Delmarva Peninsula
from the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay to the Maryland Virginia border. This
location is one of the most important bird areas in Virginia and one of the
most important bird areas along the Atlantic Coast of North America, for the
coastal species that depend upon its unique habitats. The area has been
designated as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, a Western Hemisphere
Shorebird Reserve Site with international status, is the site of a National
Science Foundation Long-term Ecological Research site, and is the focus of a
multi-organizational partnership dedicated to bird conservation.
This IBA supports a very high diversity and density of birds of
conservation concern within Virginia. It supports significant populations of
multiple sensitive bird species throughout the year as well as significant species
assemblages for Barrier Island/Beach and Coastal Marsh bird communities.
Several beach-nesting species such as the Piping Plover, Wilson’s Plover,
American Oystercatcher, Gull-billed Tern, Least Tern, and Black Skimmer that
are of high regional or national concern nest exclusively or nearly so within this
system. The area supports the most significant breeding populations in the state
of waders such as the Little Blue Heron, Tricolored Heron, Snowy Egret,
Glossy Ibis, and Black-crowned Night Heron. Marsh-nesting species such as
1

the Forster’s Tern, Seaside Sparrow, and Saltmarsh Sharp-tailed Sparrow also
have their center of abundance here. During migration, the area is of
international significance as a stopover area for Whimbrel, Short-billed
Dowitcher, and Red Knot. In addition, the area supports significant wintering
populations of Nelson’s Sharp-tailed Sparrow, Atlantic Brant, and Dunlin.
Other at-risk species supported on the site below threshold levels include the
Peregrine Falcon, Barn Owl, Bald Eagle, and Northern Harrier.
Audubon supports NASAs intention of generating energy from
renewable sources at the Wallops Flight Facility pursuant to requirements in
#14
the Federal Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005. However, due to impacts on
high priorty bird species, we are not in agreement with the construction of two
utility-scale (2.0 MW) wind turbines on Wallops Island. This project goes
against several USFWS recommendations of the proper siting of wind turbines,
#15
including the avoidance of placing wind turbines in documented locations of any species of
wildlife, fish, or plant protected under the Federal Endangered Species Act, and the avoidance
of locating turbines in known local bird migration pathways or in areas where birds are highly
concentrated. Also, there are several species of concern that the Environmental
#16
Assessment does not address, namely the Piping Plover, Red Knot and
Whimbrel. With these issues in mind, National Audubon supports Alternative
#17
2: the construction of solar panels with up to five 2.4 kW turbines at the Main
Base and mainland.
Audubon looks forward to further involvement in this proposed project.
Please do not hesitate to call me to discuss this project’s impact on birds,
wildlife and their habitats.
Thank you,

Mary A. Elfner
Virginia Important Bird Areas Coordinator for
National Audubon Society
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Subject:                          Comments On NASA-WFF Alternative Energy Project Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA)
From: starsunlimited01@netscape.net [mailto:starsunlimited01@netscape.net]
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 8:31 PM
To: Koehler, Keith A. (WFF-1300)
Cc: Powell, Rebecca H. (WFF-1300)
Subject: Comments On NASA-WFF Alternative Energy Project Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA)

2010 April 5
From: Daniel J. Costanzo
           Founder & Public Relations Officer (PRO)
           Stars Unlimited
           900 N. Jacksonville St.
           Arlington, VA 22205-1326

To: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
      Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
      Wallops Flight Facility (WFF)
      Wallops Island, VA 23337
Subject: Comments On NASA-WFF Alternative Energy Project Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA)
NASA:
In order for this NASA-WFF DEA to be complete, NASA must give the public adequate time to review this
document, prepare their comments on it, and submit them.
Unfortunately, NASA did not give the public adequate time to do so.

#3

Instead, for this NASA-WFF DEA document dated 2010 March, the public has been given a comment period
window ending only five (5) days after 2010 March’s end (i.e., ending on 2010 April 5).
In addition, the majority of the public was first informed about this DEA document by the news media, along
with being informed of this comment period’s 2010 April 5 ending date, only on or about 2010 March 28 (e.g.,
by an article on that date on the Washington Examiner Internet/Web site).
Likewise, to this inadequate amount of time given the public to comment on this DEA document, this
comment period included the traditional Springtime Season (March Equinox 2010 through Easter Day 2010)
when much of the public was commemorating the March Equinox’s arrival through various religious
observances. Thus, NASA was soliciting the public’s comments on this DEA document during a period of
the year when that public is otherwise occupied with priorities higher than reviewing and commenting on
what comprises quite substantial documentation (particularly if it has to be reviewed in hardcopy form, and/or
in softcopy form on computers with slow Internet/Web access).
Therefore, in order for NASA to provide a fair amount of time for the public to provide comments on this DEA,
NASA needs to extend this particular public comment period’s closing date from 2010 April 5 (Monday) to
2010 June 30 (Wednesday).
#4
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Other government agencies – like the National Park Service – always provide on their Internet/Web sites
soliciting public comment an e-mail address for the public to send those comments to, along with instructions
as to how and when to send them. Unfortunately, no instructions on how the public was to provide
comments about this DEA, nor any e-mail address for e-mailing their comments to, could be found in any of
the documentation available on NASA’s Internet/Web site associated with this DEA, with WFF, or with NASA
in general. Instead, all that was given on this DEA regarding “For Further Information” about it was a pointof-contact named Joshua A. Bundick, along with only a snail mail address and only a long distance phone
number. And, unfortunately, in order to meet the 2010 April 5 deadline, these comments could only be emailed after COB, when Mr. Bundick would have already departed for the day.
#5
Because of NASA’s lack of guidance on how the public is to comment on this NASA-WFF DEA, these
comments have been e-mailed to the two (2) e-mail addresses at NASA-WFF’s Office of Public Affairs (one
was for Keith A. Koehler, and the other was for Rebecca H. Powell) on 2010 April 5, thus meeting NASA’s
apparent requirement that the news reports about this NASA-WFF DEA claimed was the date that was the
deadline for the public’s submitting comments by.
That said, in order for this NASA-WFF DEA to be complete, NASA must adequately incorporate the
comments listed below, although with the understanding that had NASA provided adequate time for public
comments, that these comments would have been provided in more detailed form.
#6
These comments do not duplicate any comments previously made by Stars Unlimited about this NASA-WFF
DEA – or any NASA DEA – because this is the first – and so far only – time that Stars Unlimited has
commented about this NASA-WFF DEA – or about any NASA DEA.
More specifics about each comment below are available upon request:
Comment # 1: NASA – more than any other federal agency – must officially recognize in this NASA-WFF
DEA, in all of its other DEAs, and as a matter of official NASA policy, that there is a direct connection
between star-filled dark skies free of light pollution and NASA’s continued support from American citizens,
voters, and taxpayers. In fact, unlike any other federal agency, NASA’s “Meatball” agency logo itself
prominently features as its background a symbolic star-filled dark sky free of light pollution.
(Note: In these comments, “light pollution” does not include the light directly associated from nighttime rocket
launches, very high altitude chemical cloud releases by rockets or satellites, balloon launches, reflective
glints from satellites launched from NASA-WFF, or aircraft takeoffs and landings associated with NASAWFF, or any other NASA facilities. Those kinds of light generation are both temporary, welcomed, and
encouraged.)
#7
Therefore, NASA must officially recognize in this NASA-WFF DEA, in all of its other DEAs, and as a matter of
official NASA policy, that in these tenuous times for NASA, that it has a vested interest in fostering the
protection of such a pristine feature of the natural physical environment. This recognition needs to include
NASA’s stating that just as a star-filled dark skies free of light pollution have inspired many to serve with
NASA with distinction, unmitigated light pollution, by causing less and less of the American public to
experience such star-filled dark skies, needs to be mitigated or even avoided entirely because it will translate
into less and less public support for NASA, will be a tremendous waste of energy, and result in other adverse
environmental consequences besides light pollution (e.g., increase Global Warming carbon dioxide air
pollution, increase species loss, and increase breast cancer rates, to name but a few secondary adverse
environmental consequences).
Comment # 2: NASA must incorporate into its NASA-WFF DEA the concepts for designing and building
Solar powered facilities emphasized by Paul Westbrook of Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI) based on experience

#8
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gained in his working with TI to design, build, and operate the World’s first Solar powered
chip/semiconductor manufacturing plant in Dallas, Texas. And this plant is also a LEED Gold facility, while
adding to TI’s profits by reducing operating costs.
Over the past several years, TI’s Paul Westbrook has given several presentations on this subject at the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Solar Decathlons held on the National Mall. And he is available for consultation by
NASA: Paul Westbrook (Sustainable Development Manager; Senior Member, Technical Staff; LEED AP;
International Facilities; TI; Dallas, Texas; Phone: 214-567-7311; E-Mail << p-westbrook@ti.com >>).
TI’s Paul Westbrook found that the concept of using a total systems approach worked best for designing,
building, and operating the Wallops renewable energy facility as a total system.
Most likely, because NASA is NASA, it should be assumed that NASA would be designing, building, and
operating this renewable energy facility utilizing a total system approach. However, this NASA-WFF DEA
must clearly state that NASA is using a total system approach to doing so
#8
TI’s Paul Westbrook also helped incorporate into the total system approach for designing, building, and
operating the World’s first Solar powered chip/semiconductor manufacturing plant the minimizing of light
pollution by reducing exterior/outdoor lighting to the minimum necessary as but just another one of the
”energy vampires” that TI’s require being eliminating as part of making a renewable energy powered facility
as energy efficient as possible.
NASA needs to do the same for its NASA-WFF facility, and all other NASA facilities, as well as state that it
will do so in its NASA-WFF DEA, and in all its other DEAs.
Comment # 3: NASA needs to officially state in both this NASA-WFF DEA, and in all of its DEAs, that as
part of its efforts to incorporate renewable energy systems, that it will include in its energy efficiency planning
the incorporation of all the light pollution avoidance and abatement recommendations of the International
Dark-Sky Association (IDA) as a specific, clearly identified component of all external/outdoor lighting policies
and practices for all current lighting (including through retrofitting existing lighting) and future outdoor lighting
at both NASA-WFF, and at all NASA facilities, which will not compromise safety, security, and utility
(compromising them is not a problem as the light at issue is wasted light).
#9
IDA can put NASA in touch with knowledgeable experts to assist it in meeting this need while saving
taxpayers money.
This means that, just like NASA does for other forms of pollution (e.g., the noise pollution addressed in this
NASA-WFF DEA), it must also include light pollution as another form of pollution specifically addressed in
this NASA-WFF DEA, and start measuring and tracking light pollution in and around NASA-WFF in a
quantitative manner through a light pollution monitoring program. This now is possible using relatively low
cost, digital Sky Quality Meters (SQMs), with the light pollution level measured and quantified in SQM
readings of visual magnitudes per square arc-second.   A light pollution-monitoring program could be crafted,
organized, and conducted by NASA, at little additional cost to taxpayers, by NASA’s utilizing the expertise
available from Stars Unlimited.
This light pollution monitoring program needs to also be augmented and expanded on to include monitoring
the “viewshed” outside NASA-WFF but possibly impacted by its external/outside lighting – and the public
involved – (at almost no additional cost to taxpayers, and with very positive public relations potential) through
use of volunteers in citizen-science programs, such as – but not limited to – the Citizen Sky program of the
American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), the GLOBE at Night Program, and the Dark
Skies Rangers Program. Again, expertise is available from Stars Unlimited to help NASA to create such a
file:///E|/...20Turbine/Public%20Participation/Draft%20Comments/Other/Stars%20Unlimited%20comments%2020100405.htm[3/15/2011 5:27:38 PM]

program involving the public.
The light pollution assessment viewshed viewshed outside of NASA-WFF to be monitored for light pollution
needs to extend out from the center of NASA-WFF out to a radius of at least 110 kilometers (68 miles),
which is the approximate distance from the center of NASA-WFF to Fishermans Island National Wildlife
Refuge in Virginia, which is just off the Delmarva Peninsula’s southern tip.

#9

Thus, this NASA-WFF DEA needs to include as an additional metric of the “physical environment” to
measure of the success of both NASA-WFF, and all other NASA facilities’, renewable energy power
generation efforts by measuring how much their use of energy efficiency reduces the level of light pollution
that their facilities generate as measured by SQM readings of visual magnitudes per square arc-second.
NASA’s light pollution avoidance and abatement effort also must include NASA’s officially acknowledging in
any and all reports that it prepares on analyzing and addressing reducing this NASA-WFF’s light pollution, its
working with IDA and any of the other organizations mentioned in these comments that it eventually works
with.
This light pollution avoidance and abatement effort also must include NASA annually publishing for both
NASA-WFF, and all NASA facilities, the amount of energy saved through maximizing external/outdoor
lighting efficiency by minimizing light pollution (in “negawatt”-hours), coal-fired power plant Global Warming
carbon dioxide (and other air pollutants, like mercury and sulfur dioxide) not spewed into the atmosphere,
nuclear power plant nuclear waste not generated, and taxpayer money saved by following these policies and
practices.
Comment # 4: The above mentioned light pollution avoidance and abatement effort that NASA needs to
conduct as part of this NASA-WFF DEA must include in its study/analysis of “aesthetics” not only images and
analysis of the “aesthetics” of the “viewshed” in and around NASA-WFF in daytime (as the DEA currently
does), but also images and analysis of the “aesthetics” of the “viewshed” in and around NASA-WFF at #10
nighttime as well, particularly in terms of any and all light pollution generated by NASA-WFF. That has to be
part of NASA coming up with a plan for minimizing NASA-WFF’s light pollution as part of its maximizing
NASA-WFF’s energy efficiency for this alternative energy project.
Comment # 5: NASA’s light pollution avoidance and abatement effort must officially include NASA’s serving
as a good environmental trendsetter by encouraging surrounding facilities and communities outside and
around NASA-WFF to control their light pollution trespassing into the above mentioned light pollution
assessment viewshed extending out a radius of 110 kilometers (68 miles) out from the center of NASA-WFF,
particularly through shielding all fixed outdoor lights otherwise directly visible from within that viewshed that
are not operating lighthouses or other operational facilities for navigation/hazard avoidance. And NASA
#11
needs to follow this kind of trend setting practice around all its facilities.
Comment # 6: Since the International System of Units (SI Units) is an integral part of NASA’s work with
space technology, astronomy, and related sciences, it needs to express all quantitative measures in this
NASA-WFF DEA, and in all of its DEAs, always in SI Unit-dominant form, like they are in these comments
here in terms of how the light pollution assessment viewshed’s radius is expressed, with the dimension
#12
expressed in kilometers followed by it being expressed in miles in parentheses.
Summary: Under today’s circumstances, it is clearly not possible to achieve a truly light pollution-free dark
sky above NASA-WFF, and other NASA facilities. However, much can be done by NASA to minimize light
pollution using quality lighting technology and engineering. In fact, NASA has an opportunity here to once
again serve in its traditional role from the Project Apollo Era as a trend setting federal agency by making its

#13
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DEA for NASA-WFF into a model for incorporating dark sky protection through light pollution avoidance and
abatement practices as an integral component of a systematic approach to energy efficiency planning and
environmental impact assessment that can serve as an example for similar public facilities throughout the
Nation, and around the World, while at the same time saving taxpayers money.

#13

NASA must take advantage of this opportunity and make it so.
Sincerely,
-- Daniel J. Costanzo
    Founder & Public Relations Officer (PRO)
    Stars Unlimited

Acronyms & Abbreviations Used In These Comments:
AAVSO – The American Association of Variable Star Observers
DEA – Draft Environmental Assessment
GSFC – Goddard Space Flight Center
GLOBE – Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment
LEED – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
IDA – The International Dark-Sky Association
NASA – The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PRO – Public Relations Officer
SI Units - The International System of Units
SQM – Sky Quality Meter
TI – Texas Instruments, Inc.
WFF – Wallops Flight Facility
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tel
fax
nature.org

Via email; hardcopy to follow
April 12, 2010

Mr. Joshua A. Bundick
Code 250.W
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
Re:

Comments on the Draft Environmental Assessment, Alternative Energy
Project, Wallops Flight Facility

Dear Mr. Bundick:
I am writing to submit The Nature Conservancy’s response to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Draft Environmental Assessment
(EA) for the proposed Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Alternative Energy Project.
We appreciate this opportunity to comment. The Conservancy supports
alternative energy approaches and NASA’s efforts to integrate them into its
operations, but we contend that authorative guidelines on the siting of industrial
wind turbine installations, coupled with WFF’s position in a globally important
concentration of migratory birds, makes the Wallops Island particularly ill-suited
for wind energy. Therefore, The Nature Conservancy recommends that NASA
seek alternative locations for wind power within the agency’s national inventory
of facilities, and further investigate less environmentally harmful alternative
energy sources, more appropriate to the Wallops Flight Facilities unique location.
Our comments are structured as follows:
 Importance of Virginia’s barrier islands to migratory birds
 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations regarding wind energy
siting
 TNC recommendations

Importance of Virginia’s Barrier Islands to Migratory Birds
The mission of The Nature Conservancy (The Conservancy) is to preserve the plants, animals and
natural communities that represent the diversity of life on Earth by protecting the lands and waters
they need to survive. With the support of more than one million members, The Conservancy has
protected more than 120 million acres and 5,000 river miles around the world, and currently has
more than 150 marine conservation projects in 32 countries and in every coastal state in the U.S.
The Conservancy has been working to protect barrier islands and coastal habitats off the coast of
Virginia for nearly four decades. Since our first project on Virginia’s Eastern Shore in 1969, the
Conservancy’s ownership has grown to encompass all or part of nine barrier islands and five marsh
islands in addition to multiple preserves and conservation easements on the mainland collectively
known as the Virginia Coast Reserve. The Virginia Coast Reserve is located within the Atlantic Flyway,
an important migration corridor in North America used almost year round by heavy concentrations of
a wide range of bird species during annual northbound and southbound migration. VCR is particularly
known for the concentrations of waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors and neotropical landbirds that pass
through the area on an annual basis. The extraordinary importance of this area for migratory birds is
the primary reason that The Nature Conservancy has invested deeply at VCR over the last 40 years.
The many miles of wild beaches and tidal mud flats associated with the barrier islands and coastal
bays attract exceptional numbers of migratory shorebirds and waterbirds each year. Wallops Island
is, of course, one of fourteen islands in the barrier chain and as such has ecological significance.
Almost 40 waterbird and shorebird species breed in the barrier island and lagoon system, including
beach nesting shorebirds such as the Federally Threatened piping plover (Charadrius melodus), the
state endangered Wilson’s plover (C. wilsonia), and the American oystercatcher (Haematopus
palliatus), which is ranked as a species of high conservation concern in the US Shorebird Conservation
Plan (Brown et al. 2001). Other breeding waterbird species include the state threatened gull-billed
tern (Sterna nilotica) and the least tern (S. antillarum), a state species of special concern, as well as
the black skimmer (Rynchops niger), common tern (S. hirundo), royal tern (S. maxima) and sandwich
tern (S. sandvicensis), all of which are species of high conservation concern (VDGIF 2009). Over 200
breeding pairs of piping plovers are currently found on island overwash beaches representing roughly
11 percent of the Atlantic coast population. Over 75 percent of these breeding pairs nest on the
northern barrier islands closest to Wallops including Assawoman (US Fish and Wildlife Serviceowned), Metompkin (Conservancy and US Fish and Wildlife Service-owned), and Cedar (Conservancy,
US Fish and Wildlife Service , State and private-owned) (Boettcher et al. 2007). Of the more than 700
breeding pairs of American oystercatchers documented in coastal Virginia in 2008, over 50 percent
occurred on Virginia’s barrier islands, with 40 percent occurring on Metompkin and Cedar islands
alone (Wilke et al. 2009). Oystercatcher productivity rates along the barrier island chain are some of
the highest reported on the US Atlantic coast, suggesting that the islands may serve as important
population sources for the East Coast population (Wilke et al. 2007).
Moreover, 24 species of migratory shorebirds use these islands as stopover or wintering habitat in
the spring, fall and winter. On peak spring days, over 250,000 shorebirds can be found on the seaside
of the barrier islands. An estimated 40,000 Whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus) use the mudflats as their
last coastal stopover before heading to arctic and subarctic regions to nest (Watts and Truitt, Center

for Conservation Biology and The Nature Conservancy, unpublished data), which may represent more
than 60% of the Western Hemisphere population (Wilke and Johnston-Gonzalez 2009). The
expansive beaches and peat banks of the barrier islands provide rich invertebrate prey for migrating
red knots (Calidris canutus), a species which has declined by 85 percent since 1990 and is a candidate
for listing under the Endangered Species Act (Niles et al. 2007). Peak counts suggested that almost
25% of the rufa subspecies population of red knots stopped on Virginia’s barrier islands in May 2008,
during their migration to feed on shore-dwelling invertebrates (Watts and Truitt, Center for
Conservation Biology and The Nature Conservancy, unpublished data).
The importance of the region to breeding and migratory birds is also reflected in several formal
recognitions and designations by conservation and research groups. Portions of the region including
the barrier islands have been designated as an International Shorebird Reserve by the Western
Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network, as a Biosphere Reserve by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, as an Audubon Important Bird Area, as a U.S. Department of
Interior National Natural Landmark and as a National Science Foundation Long Term Ecological
Research Site.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Guidelines for Wind Energy Siting
In May of 2003, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) issued Guidance on Avoiding and
Minimizing Wildlife Impacts from Wind Turbines. While the Guidance purports to advise USFWS
personnel in providing technical assistance, we believe it is the best and most authoritative source for
siting and designing onshore wind energy installations. With regard to siting, the Guidance includes
the following recommendations that are directly relevant to the WFF proposal:
1. Avoid placing turbines in documented locations of any species of wildlife, fish, or plant
protected under the Federal Endangered Species Act.
2. Avoid locating turbines in known local bird migration pathways or in areas where birds are
highly concentrated, unless mortality risk is low (e.g., birds present rarely enter the rotorswept area). Examples of high concentration areas for birds are wetlands, State or Federal
refuges, private duck clubs, staging areas, rookeries, leks, roosts, riparian areas along streams,
and landfills. Avoid known daily movement flyways (e.g., between roosting and feeding areas)
and areas with a high incidence of fog, mist, low cloud ceilings, and low visibility.
Wallops Island fully meets the criteria for avoidance areas described above as it is located in an
important migration pathway, concentration and breeding area for many bird species which are listed
as endangered, candidates for such listing, or otherwise identified as species of special concern.
Therefore, the proposal to site utility-scale wind energy facilities on the island is in direct
contradiction to the guidance provided by the USFWS.
In 2007, USFWS convened the Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee, which is crafting
voluntary guidelines for wind siting and operations. The most recent draft of the guidelines
(December 2009) recommends that wind energy developers undertake a tiered approach to
evaluating potential sites for wind energy facilities. The first tier involves questions about whether
the proposed site is located in areas of wildlife congregation or seasonal importance to species of
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special concern at the site. We recognize that NASA may not have initially taken a region-wide or
nation-wide approach to selecting a site to install renewable energy infrastructure, and instead
decided to use the NEPA process to evaluate sites on a case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, The Nature
Conservancy, as an organization with a broad geographic scope, urges NASA to revisit the project
from a broader perspective and consider whether WFF, given its location, is appropriate place for
wind power generation. Along the same lines, we believe that it is a significant oversight that the
draft EA does not mention either of the USFWS documents cited here. Any final EA or EIS for this
project should contain a detailed discussion demonstrating that WFF has fully considered the
recommendations of its sister agency with expertise in this area.
TNC Recommendations
The Nature Conservancy has three key recommendations regarding the EA:
1. Reject the current Proposed Action.
2. Select Alternative 2 with modifications or the No Action Alternative.
3. If NASA chooses not to accept recommendation #1 and #2, then a full EIS should be
conducted.
Recommendation 1: Reject the current Proposed Action.
The EA states that the proposed Alternative Energy Project will help NASA to meet “its…goal of
setting an example in environmental stewardship by a federal agency” through this project.
However, by moving forward with the proposed Preferred Action, NASA will set a poor precedent for
renewable energy development and environmental stewardship by failing to follow USFWS guidelines
and siting utility-scale wind turbines in a coastal area that is a hemispherically significant migratory
bird pathway and concentration area. TNC therefore respectfully requests that NASA reject the
current Proposed Action.
TNC has serious concerns regarding the number of fatalities reported for birds and the lack of
information regarding bats found in the monitoring study at Wallops. The draft EA reports the
number or avian fatalities in the 2008-2009 study was conservatively estimated at 28 fatalities per
year for one tower and 44 to 68 fatalities at another, whereas “very little information on bats at WFF
or in the surrounding areas has been collected” (draft EA, p 143). According the 2007 report of the
National Research Council, studies of bird fatalities in the US range between less than one to 7.70
birds/turbine/year—though admittedly none of these studies were in coastal areas. We recognize
that existing communication towers were used as surrogates for wind turbines for the purposes of
pre-construction monitoring, and that these towers exhibit higher levels of fatalities due to their
height than do wind turbines (Kerlinger et al. in review). However, we submit that the fatality rates
from the existing communication towers are already significant and will only be compounded by the
addition of utility scale wind turbines.
Moreover, only one utility-scale wind facility in a coastal area of the U.S. Atlantic seaboard exists for
purposes of comparing Wallops’ pre-construction monitoring results: the Atlantic City Utilities
Authority (ACUA)-Jersey Atlantic Wind (JAW) Power Facility in New Jersey. The 2009 postconstruction wildlife monitoring study done for the ACUA-JAW indicates an estimate of
approximately 30 bird fatalities/turbine/year and 46 bat fatalities /turbine/year. The EA states: “The

results regarding relatively low avian and bat mortality at the ACUA five-turbine project over the
monitoring period lend strong support to the potential for the Wallops Island two 2.0 MW-turbine
project to cause low risk to a similar coastal avian community given similarity in the actual mortality
rate at ACUA and the estimated rate at WFF”.
Contrary to this positive interpretation of the ACUA-JAW results in the EA, we submit that these are
in fact significant impacts as they are among the highest mortality rates documented on record in the
United States for birds and bats caused by a wind facility. If the ACUA-JAW results are indicative of
typical mortality resulting from utility scale wind turbines in mid-Atlantic coastal area, this leads to
the conclusion that turbines sited on Wallops will have a high risk of causing adverse impacts to birds
and bats and that Wallops is an inappropriate place for siting utility-scale wind turbines.
More comprehensive studies and data are needed to fully assess impacts to birds and bats at Wallops
in order to move forward with the Preferred Action. Almost all studies of wind turbine impacts to
birds and bats evaluate fatalities while failing to evaluate the risk of collision (or exposure) with
turbines for a given species based on its migration patterns (timing altitude, flight direction, etc.).
This information is critical to interpreting fatality data, appropriately siting turbines and adaptively
managing facilities especially in an important area such as Wallops. Since the significance of the area
to migratory birds is so well documented and the costs of collecting such data for Wallops would be
high, we recommend that NASA employ the precautionary principle and withdraw the utility scale
turbines from consideration as the Preferred Action according to the Fish and Wildlife Guidance.
Recommendation 2: Select either Alternative 2 with modifications or the No Action Alternative.
In our view, Alternative Two or the No Action Alternative are clearly preferable and more in keeping
with WFF’s stated objective of “setting an example in environmental stewardship by a federal
agency.” We appreciate the fact that the installation of solar panels at WFF will be expensive, but
given the wildlife impact associated with the installation of utility scale turbines in a location such as
Wallops Island, we believe it is a more prudent approach to renewable energy.
Selecting Alternative Two will reduce the potential impacts to birds and bats while still meeting WFF’s
renewable energy goals of the project. Selecting the No Action Alternative will avoid avian and bat
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impacts altogether. We recommend that these two alternatives be revisited in light of these
considerations. Further, should WFF decide to move forward with Alternative Two, we urge that
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NASA consider installing solar panels only. The draft EA does not explain the need for 5 residential
scale turbines, and this should be explored more fully in any final EA or EIS. In addition, the potential
wildlife impacts of any residential scale turbines should be further considered and documented,
especially related the risk of bird and bats with the associated guy wires. As is pointed out in the
December 2009 draft of the USFWS Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee “the risk of adverse #67
impacts to wildlife and their habitats tends to be a function of site location, not necessarily the size of
the project.”

Recommendation #3. If NASA chooses not to accept recommendation #1 and #2, then a full EIS
should be conducted.
If WFF chooses to pursue the installation of utility-scale turbines, then we believe a Finding of No
Significant Impact cannot be made, and a full Environmental Impact Statement must be required due
to potential adverse impacts to migrating bird and bat species. We recommend that the EIS should
include:
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Further analysis regarding NASA’s overall energy needs, the potential for meeting EPAct
targets through energy conservation and efficiency improvements, and an explanation of
whether/why NASA has chosen WFF as the appropriate site for making renewable energy
investments, in comparison to other NASA facilities.
Use of the recommendations of USFWS Voluntary Guidelines for Wind Siting and Operations
in determining whether wind power is appropriate on Wallops Island.
Further study and analysis to address the following study design and quality of data collection
issues regarding bird and bat use of the project area, particularly given the known importance
of the surrounding area to birds and suspected importance to bats. Recommended changes
to the study design include:
#58o Since a one-year study does not capture the scope of bird use of the study area,
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particularly temporal variation in bird use, we fully agree with USFWS’
recommendation to collect data for three years to determine times of peak bird use in
areas with known high concentrations of birds.
o Full evaluation of the risk of collision/ exposure with turbines for a given species based
on its migration patterns (timing altitude, flight direction, etc.).
o Develop common standards for observer training or experience with regards to point
counts and carcass surveys.
o Include nocturnal surveys. USFWS (2009) does not necessarily recommend preconstruction nocturnal studies, except in cases where the proposed project area falls
within potentially high impact areas, like coastal migration corridors which
characterize Wallops.
o Improve carcass searches to collect carcasses at consistent frequency or adjust for
different collection frequencies.
o Evaluate impacts to state listed species.
The Conservancy recognizes that utility-wind turbines provide energy at a lower cost compared with solar
and that this is a valid concern for NASA. If the energy benefits and cost savings of wind turbines are
significantly greater than for solar, we believe this provides good justification for proceeding with a full EIS
to better assess the risks of exposure and fatality to migrating birds and bats in addition to addressing the
cumulative impacts of adding two utility-scale wind turbines to the existing three communication towers.

The Nature Conservancy appreciates the opportunity to provide a response to this draft EA. Like
many in the community, The Conservancy supports NASA’s work at the Wallops Flight Facility. We
appreciate its critical national security functions, the opportunities for sub-orbital research programs
and commercial launches it provides, and the important economic development it brings to the
Eastern Shore. We look forward to working with NASA as this NEPA process unfolds. Thank you for

your consideration of our comments. Please contact Gwynn Crichton at (434) 951-0571,
gcrichton@tnc.org, with any questions or requests for additional information.

Sincerely,

Michael Lipford
Vice President and Virginia Director
The Nature Conservancy
cc (via email):
Tylan Dean, Assistant Supervisor, Ecological Services, Virginia Field Office, USFWS
Lou Hinds, Superintendent, Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, USFWS
Trish Kicklighter, Superintendent, Assateague Island National Seashore, NPS
Laura McKay, Director, Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program, DEQ
Karen McGlathery, Director, Virginia Coast Reserve Long-Term Ecological Research, UVA
Tom Smith, Director, Division of Natural Heritage, DCR
Tony Watkinson, Deputy Chief, Habitat Management Division, VMRC
David Whitehurst, Director, Wildlife Diversity Division, DGIF
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